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Listening and Speaking
I. Helen Adams Keller (June 27, 1880 – June 1, 1968) was an American author, political
activist and lecturer. She was the first deaf and blind person to earn a Bachelor of Arts
degree. The story of how Keller's teacher, Anne Sullivan, broke touched the deaf and blind
girl's heart and helped her to communicate, has become widely known through the and
film The Miracle Worker.
Helen Keller was not born blind and deaf; it was not until she was 19 months old that
she had an illness, which might have been scarlet fever or meningitis. The illness did not
last for a particularly long time, but it left her deaf and blind. At that time, she was able to
communicate somewhat with Martha Washington, the six-year-old daughter of the fam-

✃

ily cook, who understood her signs; by the age of seven, she had over 60 home signs to
communicate with her family.
Re-write the paragraph in your own words.

[4 M]

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
II. Do you know any stories related to Christmas ? Write the story.

[4 M]

Reading

✃

I. Identify whether the following statements are true or false.

[3 × 1 = 3 M]

1. Aunt Polly is happy that Jim decides to help Tom paint. _____________
2. Ben teases Tom about having to work while he gets to go swimming._____________
3. Tom really enjoys white washing fences. _____________
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II. Answer the following questions.

[5 x 2 = 10 M]

1. What gift did the Greeks send ? Why ?
2. How did they know that Mary had died ?
3. Describe the scene which took place near the mermaid's lagoon.
4. What dream did Van Amsterdam have ?
5. What did the spirit tell the weaver ?

Writing
Read the passage and answer the questions.

[5 M]

Madame Loisel now entered the ghastly life of abject poverty. The servant was removed.
They changed their apartment and took a shabby room high up in a tall buiding. She did
the entire work of the house - cooking, washing the dishes, linen and shirts and carrying
the water up. Clad in poor clothes, she fought with grocers and butchers for every penny
of her money. Her husband worked in the evenings and did copying at nights at two
pence held penny a page. And this life went on for ten years. At the end of ten years, the
debt was all paid off, principal and interest together.
1. Why was the servant removed by Madame Loisel ?
2. Who did the entire work of the house ?
3. Where did her husband work and when ?
4. What happened at the end of ten years ?
5. What is the "noun" form of "poor" ? Identify from the text given above.

Grammar
I. Fill in the blanks using suitable modal verbs:

[3 × 1 = 3 M]

Hari _________ look after his father who used to be very strong when he was young. He
__________ lift a heavy rock with one hand when he was young. But now he _________ not
even walk.
II. Complete the sentences by using 'for' or 'since' correctly.

[4 × 1 = 4 M]

1. We've been here ___________ nine o'clock
2. I have studied non-stop ________ 9.15.
3. I haven't been to the cinema _________ ages.
4. I haven't called home _________ Christmas.
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III. Write questions in present perfect simple tense.

[3 × 1 = 3 M]

✃

1. Jenny / Lock / the door
_____________________________________________________________________________
2. your parents / get / the letter
_____________________________________________________________________________
3. how often / we / sing / the song
_____________________________________________________________________________
IV. Form contractions from the words given below.
[4 × 1/2 = 2 M]
1. what is
–
_____________
2. could not
–
_____________
3. you would –
_____________
4. does not
–
_____________

Vocabulary
I. Sometimes pronouncing 'ch' is pronounced as 'k' as in 'character'. With the help of
the clues given below find out and write down the words written as 'ch' but pronounced as 'k'.
[4 x 1 = 4 M]
These substances are used is laboratories – ch _____________
A person who sells medicines – ch _____________
The green pigment found in plants that is used to make food – ch _____________
A stanza which is repeated in a song – ch _____________

✃

II. Write the names of the places where these people work.
1. Secretary
–
__________________
2. Chef

–

__________________

3. Waiter

_

__________________

4. Postman

_

__________________

[4 x 1 = 4 M]

III. Choose the options from the bracket fill in the blank in each question.[4 x 1 = 4 M]
1. I can _____________ some one knocking at the door.
(listen, hear, receive)
2. They _____________ from India to England by sea.
(travel, journey, voyage)
3. I _____________ I had more money.

✃

(hope, wish, desire)
4. The earth _____________ round the Sun.
(rotate, revolve, move)
00000
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